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                                                         Abstract 
 
    A model of strongly interacting and correlated hadrons is developed. The interaction 
used contains a long range attraction and short range repulsive hard core. Using this 
interaction and various limiting situations of it, a study of the effect of bound states 
and Feshbach resonances is given. The limiting situations are a pure square well 
interaction, a delta-shell potential and a pure hard core potential. The limit of a pure 
hard core potential are compared with the corresponding well known results for a 
spinless Bose and Fermi gas. The limit of many partial waves for a pure hard core 
interaction is also considered and result in expressions involving the hard core volume. 
This feature arises from a scaling relation similar to that for hard sphere scattering with 
diffractive corrections. Features that parallel the van der Waals gas and results based 
on a Skyrme interaction are discussed. The role of underlying isospin symmetries 
associated with the strong interaction of protons and neutrons in this two component 
model is investigated. Properties are studied with varying proton fraction. An analytic 
expression for the Beth Uhlenbeck continuum integral is developed which closely 
approximates exact results based on the potential model considered. Based on this 
analytic expression an analysis of features associated with a unitary limit is given. In 
the unitary limit of very large scattering length, the ratio of effective range 0r to thermal 
wavelength Tλ appears as a limiting scale in the interaction energy. Thermodynamic 
quantities such as the entropy and compressibility are also developed. The effective 
range corrections to the entropy vary as the cube of this ratio for low temperatures and 
are therefore considerably reduced compared to the corrections to the interaction energy 
which varies linearly with this ratio. Effective range corrections to the compressibility 
are also linear in the ratio.  
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I. Introduction 
This paper is devoted to a study of properties of strongly correlated fermions and in 
particular to a two component hadronic system made of protons and neutrons. Extensions 
to a hadronic system which contains both neutrons and protons is a rich extension of the 
recent interest in one component Fermi systems such as in the field of condensed matter 
[1-4 ]. Even in the limit of neutron stars a small fraction of protons exist. Also, future 
FRIB (Facility for Rare Isotope Beams) experiments will study properties of nuclei with 
large neutron and proton excess. In a system of both protons and neutrons isospin 
symmetries and associated features come into play. The n-p system has a bound state in 
the spin ,1=S angular momentum 0=L and isospin 0=I channel while the n-n, p-p and 
n-p systems in the ,0=S 0=L , 1=I channels have resonant like structures with a large 
scattering length. Thus, the nuclear system offers a unique situation with both bound and 
continuum resonant states present with an underlying isospin symmetry.  
  Of particular interest in the behavior of Fermi systems is in a limiting situation called 
the unitary limit. Bertsch formulated a challenge problem [5] based on this unitary limit.   
 A unitary limit appears when the scattering length becomes infinite which occur when 
the bound state and resonant energies are set equal to zero. In atomic systems, Feshbach 
resonances are used as a tool for studying the unitary limit [1-4]. In particular tuning 
across a Feshbach resonance with an external magnetic field has been a very successful 
tool for the study from a Bose-Einstein condensate of tightly bound pairs to a BCS 
superfluid state. In atomic systems early studies of the unitary limit can be found in ref[6] 
at temperature 0=T and in ref [7]for 0≠T .  In nuclear physics, the unitary limit was 
initially studied for one-component systems of pure neutrons. Early work on the Berstch 
challenge problem was done by Barker [8 ] and latter by Heiselberg [9]. A Monte Carlo 
numerical study of the unitary limit of pure neutron matter is given in ref [10]. Analytic 
studies of pure neutron systems at zero temperature are given in the extensive work of 
Bulgac and collaborators [11-14]. The Bertsch problem was also addressed by Schwenk 
and Pethick[15].  Lattice calculations of the equation of state of neutron matter and 
nuclear matter have also appeared in the literature [16,17]. The work outlined in ref [16] 
showed a sharp transition from an uncorrelated Fermi gas to a cluster system 
characterized by a sharp peak in the incompressibility. Virial expansions of the equation 
of state are developed in ref[18-21] for nuclear matter and pure neutron matter. A 
recursive method approach to the nuclear canonical partition function in a cluster virial 
expansion has also been developed [22]. The resulting partition function showed a sharp 
first order liquid gas phase transition in which large cluster appear at a given temperature 
as the hadronic system is cooled below its boiling point [23-26].    
  The present manuscript involves further developments of a previous paper [27] which 
focused on the role of Feshbach resonances and limiting universal behavior in two 
component systems. Here a more detailed and in depth study of this earlier work is given 
as well as several new extensions of it. The previous work focused on −S wave two 
particle continuum correlations and the role of deuteron bound states. The present work 
investigates the role of higher partial waves. The contribution of many partial waves in 
the continuum correlations from a hard sphere gas results in expressions in the equation 
of state involving the hard sphere volume. This feature arises from a scaling law that 
parallels results for hard sphere scattering where an enhancement by a factor of two in the 
cross section arises from diffractive effects. The presence of the hard sphere volume in 
the equation of state is similar to that of a van der Waals gas.  
   This paper also includes a study of the entropy and compressibility of the system as 
well as other thermodynamic variables. The interaction used in this study is an attractive 
square well potential with a repulsive hard core. An attractive square well potential, a 
pure hard core gas and also a surface delta shell potential are special cases of the 
interaction used and results for these limiting cases are developed and compared. An 
analytic expression for the Beth Uhlenbeck continuum integral is shown to very 
accurately describe exact results based on the interaction potential model considered. 
Based on this analytic expression studies of features associated with a unitary limit are 
given. In the unitary limit of very large scattering length the ratio of the effective range 
or to quantum thermal wavelength Tλ  appears as a limiting scale in the interaction energy. 
The effective range corrections in the unitary limit for the entropy are shown to be much 
smaller than for the energy because of a cancellation of two contributing terms. For the 
entropy these corrections vary as the cube of the ratio Tor λ/ . For the interaction energy, 
Helmholtz free energy, chemical potential and compressibility these corrections vary 
linearly in Tor λ/ . Results are also compared with pure hard sphere Bose and Fermi gases 
which also contain similar features. Studies are also done with a delta shell potential and 
compared with a square well potential. Similar thermodynamic results are found even 
though the phase shifts for these two potentials are quite different at high momentum. 
The Boltzmann factor in energy is shown to suppress the differences. 
  
  
II.Thermodynamics of Hadronic Systems. 
General thermodynamic results  
This section summarize important general thermodynamic results for a high temperature 
nearly ideal gas. The details of the approach can be found in Ref [28,29,25]. Results for a 
one component system will be given first and latter subscripts will be added for a two 
component system of protons and neutrons. Furthermore, to illustrate results only 
symmetrization and antisymmetrization effects will be considered to begin with and then 
interaction effects will be included. 
The canonical partition function can be written in terms of a set of variables called 
kx with Ak ...3,2,1= and A is the size of the system. For an ideal gas, the kx [29, 30] are  
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with 2/333 )2/( Tmkh BT πλ = . The kx are the cycle class weights coming from anti-
symmetrization of fermions (the 1)1( +− k term) or symmetrization of bosons (the 
( 1)1 ++ k term) for a non interacting gas of either fermions or bosons. The canonical 
partition function ),( TVZZ AA =  
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The partition vector },....,,{ 321 Annnnn =r is a partition of A which is subject to the 
constraint ∑= kknA . Another equivalent representation of the vector nr  is Annnn A...321 321 . 
The vector nr represent the division of an object of size A into groups of varying sizes with 
kn of size k . Fig.1 shows the various partitions of 71−=A built on a lattice. Each 
partition can be represented by a box picture also shown in the figure.   
                                                                   
FIG.1. A block partition and a lattice of partitions. A block picture of a partition is  
shown in the left part of Fig.1. The vertical number of boxes or blocks in a given column 
is k and the number of columns with k boxes or blocks is .kn  If an additional block is 
added to a given block picture in all possible positions, new partitions evolve with the 
connections shown in the right part of the figure. In the right part of the figure the 
A ranges from 1 to 7 in the vertical direction. The partitions of a given A appear in a 
given row.  Each row has one unit higher A than the previous row. The arrows indicate 
how each row is connected to the previous row by adding a single block.  
 
The canonical partition function can be solved by a recurrence relation[22]given by 
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and starting with .10 =Z  The grand canonical partition function Z( ),Tz  is   
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where z is the fugacity which is related to the chemical potentialµ by z = TkB/expµ . 
The equation of state (EOS) is  
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while the mean A in the grand canonical ensemble is 
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 The fugacity of a system of fermions is determined by the following equation: 
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The above equation can be inverted to give z as a power series in A . The resulting virial 
expansion of the pressure is a power series expansion in A which also involves the sxk ' as 
coefficients. The EOS virial expansion coefficients have an increasingly complex 
structure in terms of the sxk ' with increasing A . Specifically,     
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Substituting the results of Eq.(1) gives the following equation for fermions: 
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A rapid decrease in the numerical coefficients of ~1/30 allows an expansion around the 
ideal gas limit for relatively low temperatures compared to the Fermi temperature of 
.35~ MeVETk FB =  For a system of fermions the first correction to the ideal gas value 
from pair correlation raises the pressure and associated energy due to the Pauli exclusion 
principle. The numerical coefficients come from 4,3,2,1,/)1( 2/51 =−= + kkx kk with the 
value of k representing the length of the cycle correlation coming from anti-
symmetrizing the wave function. A factor such as 22/5 )2/(1 for 2=k represents two 
different pair correlations with each pair correlation being a cycle of length two. The 
terms that contribute to a given power of A , say nA are the partitions of multiplicity 
1−= nm  in the partition ).1(2 −n  For example, for 3=n the value of 4)1(2 =−n . The 
partitions of 4 are 1+1+1+1, 2+1+1, 2+2, 3+1, 4.The partitions of 4 with multiplicity 
1−= nm = 2 are then 2+2 and 3+1. Thus the numerator in front of 3A has terms involving 
2
2x and 31xx . The number of terms in front of 
nA increases exponentially fast. For 16=n , 
the number of terms of the partition of 30 into 15 parts is 176 which equals the number of 
integer partitions of 15. In general, the number of terms that appear in front of the 
coefficient of 1+nA is equal to the number of partitions ][nP of .n  Asymptotically, the 
number of partitions of n goes as 
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which is a Hardy-Ramanujan result. It is important to note that large cancellations can 
occur in higher order virial terms. The above example shows this cancellation is very 
large for symmetrization and antisymmetrization effects.  
   The index k in a cluster representation of the partition function refers to the size a 
cluster. The pressure for a given nA is determined by the multiplicity and is independent 
of the mass of the cluster. While heavier cluster have a greater momentum change upon 
striking a wall, they move corresponding slower. Equipartition of energy gives 
2/32/2 Tkvm B=>< so that the pressure per particle is independent of the mass of any 
particle. Some further observations regarding specific terms that appear in front of nA are 
the following. In a virial expansion, the dimmer or cluster of size 2, appears in every 
coefficient (except the first term) as an term which is 12
−nx . At the other extremes in size 
index k  the largest k appears as n
n xxn 21)1(
−−− . The 21 −nx brings the multiplicity to a total 
of 11)2( −=+− nn . The next largest k is 1−= nk . The remaining factors must have a 
total multiplicity of 2−n and must involve sk ' that sum to 1)1()1(2 −=−−− nnn . Thus 
this term involves 12
3
1 −
−
n
n xxx . A large k in the range 12/ +≥≥ nkn for n even and 
2/)1( +≥≥ nkn for n odd can appear at most once because of the partition constraint. 
As a final remark for a reader familiar with Huang’s statistical mechanics textbook [31], 
the kx is related to the kb in Eq.(10.27) of Ref [31] through the simple connection 
kk bxx =1/ . The kb are the cluster integrals of the classical partition function of chapter10 
which has a linked cluster diagrammatic expansion. The kb also appear in quantum cluster 
terms in the quantum case.  
  Fig. 2 shows various situations that appear in the evaluation of a partition function. The 
second virial coefficient, the term in front of 2A in the equation of state, is determined by 
cycles of length two amongst monomers and bound clusters of size or continuum 
correlations of pairs of particles.  
 
 
FIG. 2. Cycles and clusters that appear in the partition function. The left part of Fig. 2 
shows a cycle class picture which arises from antisymmetrization effect for fermions or 
symmetrization effects for bosons. Unit cycles are represented by a single black dot with 
a circular loop, cycles of length two are two black dots connected by a ring. Cycles of 
length three and four are also shown. The middle part of the figure is a cluster view, with 
the size of the cluster determined by the number of black dots grouped inside the outer 
circle. The right part of this figure shows a cycle of length two that arises for exchange of 
two clusters of size two. Besides bound clusters, continuum correlations are also present.    
 
  The above results pertaining to one component systems can be generalized to two or 
more components [32]. For two components as in the nuclear case, the kx ’s are replaced 
with jkx ’s were j refers to one of the components and k the other component. 
If the index j refer to the protons with total number pZ and the index k for neutrons with 
total number nN , the canonical partition function has a structure 
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The two constraints on the two component partition vector jkn
r are then  
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These two constraints can also be summed to given a total baryon number constraint with 
np NZA += , or can be subtracted to included a isospin constraint 2/)(2 3 pn ZNI −= .  
The canonical partition function can be solved by any one of four equivalent recurrence 
relations. One relation based on proton number constraint reads 
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The second virial coefficient for an interacting gas with two components  
The thermodynamic behavior of the interacting gas with protons and neutrons can be 
developed by considering the following model. The EOS in an interacting gas to second 
order in the density is 
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where the coefficient Vb /1~2 (not to be confused with the kb in Ref. [31]mentioned 
above) has components from the ppnn, and np terms. To see the structure of the second 
virial coefficient 2b a simple example will be given where all three systems can form a 
single −S wave bound state, with the np system having two spin possibilities.  This 
simple idealized model can then be corrected for continuum interactions and the nn  and 
pp bound states can be turned off to characterize the real system. The law of partial 
pressures leads to an EOS that is 
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The ppnpp NNNZ 2++= and =N nnnpn NNN 2++ and NZA += . The number 
of )(ij pairs ),&,( npjnpi == is given by the Saha equation or law of mass action[18] 
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 The Tmkh BT πλ 2/= is the thermal wave length for a nucleon of mass m . The 
2/32 factor arises from the mass of a pair mmij 2= and comes from the quantum 
wavelength Tkmhij BijT πλ 2/)( = . The S is the spin of the )(ij pairs and )(ijEB equals the 
binding energy of the pair. The Saha equation relates the number of ijN pairs to the 
existing equilibrium numbers of iN  and jN and not the primordial numbers NZ , . 
Writing ppnpp NNZN 2−−= and nnnpn NNNN 2−−= and defining the proton 
fraction py as AZyyp /==  and neutron fraction as pn yANy −== 1/ y−=1  
leads to an EOS to order 2A that is 
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Exchange or antisymmetrization corrections in the pp and nn channels gives rise to 
further terms to be added to the EOS resulting in  
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As noted the pp and nn channels have no bound states, nor does the np 0=S channel. 
However a very long lived narrow resonance acts as a bound state and makes a 
contribution to the 2A term through a term due to Beth and Ulhenbeck[33,18] that 
changes the bound state Boltzmann factor to a continuum correlation factor via a term 
involving the rate of change of the phase shift. Specifically, for −S waves: 
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where 0δ is the −S wave phase shift  and 2/m=µ is the reduced mass.  Higher orbital 
angular momentum correlations can also contribute through additional terms where 
→dkd /0δ )12( +Σ ll dkd l /δ in the above equation. The integral over k can also be 
rewritten as  
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 The integral over phase shifts has the following special interesting cases: 
i) If the interaction produces a resonance with energy RE  in a channel with angular 
momentum RJ which is narrow compared to the thermal energy TkB , then the internal 
partition function has a contribution  
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This follows from the fact that a sharp  resonance produces a rapid increase in a phase 
shift byπ . 
ii) A decreasing phase shift, ( )0/ <dkd lδ , will make a negative contribution to the 
continuum integral.  
iii) An echo of a resonance, for which the phase shift decreases byπ , results in a negative 
contribution to the internal partition function. Moreover from Levinson’s theorem [34], 
the difference in phase shift is given by πδδ lll N=∞− )()0( , where lN equals the number 
of bound states with angular momentum l . At very high temperatures, echoes of 
resonances cancel the bound states and resonance contributions so that the system again 
behaves as an ideal gas. However, at moderate temperatures, a complete cancellation 
does not occur owing to the difference in energies of the bound states, resonances, echoes 
of resonances and from the fact that the rate of descent of the phase shift is limited by 
Wigner’s limit which is Rdkd l −>/δ [18]. It should be noted that Levinson’s theorem 
does not apply for potentials with an infinite hard core.   
 
Interaction energy  
For an ideal gas the internal energy is independent of the volume. The volume 
dependence of the energy can be obtained from the thermodynamic relation 
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For an EOS of the form )/ˆ/( 222 VAbVATkP B −=  with 22 /ˆ bVb = the volume 
dependence of the energy is 
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The second virial coefficient 2bˆ is  
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The excb ,2
)
is the exchange part of 2b which is the first term on the right hand side of this 
equation. The )22/(12/1 2/52/7 = includes the spin degeneracy factor of 2. The int,2b
)
is the 
interaction part of 2ˆb or the second term coming from binding energy terms and the third 
term is the continuum contribution.   
The volume dependence in )(VE comes from antisymmetrization terms for fermions 
(symmetrization terms for bosons) and from interaction terms with the latter called the 
interaction energy. The interaction energy density has both bound and continuum 
contributions and is 
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where ),(, SijB cb = ),( SijBb + ),( SijBc with the bound contribution given by 
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and the continuum contribution given by 
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A rescaled interaction energy density is defined as 
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 Some features of the interaction density were studied in Ref [27]. 
 The EOS is not only important in understanding features associated with the interaction 
energy but also the isothermal compressibility and entropy. The next subsection 
illustrates these features. 
 
Interaction effects and  isothermal compressibility and entropy 
A quantity also related to the equation of state is the isothermal compressibility 
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Thus the sign of 2ˆb determines whether Tκ is above or below the ideal gas limit. If 2ˆb is 
positive, interaction effects are more important than fermionic antisymmetrization effects 
and Tκ will have a peak as the temperature is increased from low to high temperatures as 
discussed in Ref [35]. Higher order interaction effects coming from higher order clusters 
and the presence of a hard core potential are also important in understanding the 
compressibility of nuclear matter. Repulsive components are necessary for saturation of 
cold nuclear matter at the proper density. Calculations of nuclear mater on a lattice show 
a peak in the compressibility [16].   
 
Properties of the entropy can also be related to the equation of state. For example the 
Helmholtz free energy TSUF −= , (U is equal to )E  with dAPdVSdTdF µ+−−=  
leads to a Maxwell relation: VT TPVS )/()/( ∂∂−=∂∂ .  The second law dQTdS =                                          
and the heat capacity at constant volume VC , with dQ = dUdTCV = can be used to find 
the temperature dependence of S at constant V .The Euler equation APVSTU µ+−=  or 
TAPVUS /)( µ++= and dAPdVTdSdU µ+−= leads to the Gibbs-Duheim equation 
0=+− µAdVdPSdT and µ)/( dTPS ∂= . For a monatomic ideal gas of A nucleons, the 
entropy is given by the Sakur-Tetrode expression [18]: 
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Antisymmetrization effect for fermions and symmetrization effects for bosons lead to 
correction to the Sakur-Tetrode law that reads  
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with the + sign for fermions and the –sign for bosons in the ± term. Including interaction 
terms up to the second order virial coefficient, where ))/(ˆ1( 2 VAbTAkPV B −= , leads to a 
correction to S which is  
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The first term in curly brackets appears in the energy of Eq.23 while the second term in 
these brackets is the correction to the pressure from 22ˆ Vbb =  (Eq.14 with a positive sign).  
The chemical potential associated with 2ˆb can be obtained from APVSTU µ+−= or 
from the Helmholtz free energy TSUF −= using AF ∂∂= /µ with TV , constant. The 
chemical potential )ˆ( 2bµ = VAbTkB /ˆ2 2− and the free energy associated with 2bˆ is given 
by )/(ˆ)ˆ( 222 VAbTkbF B−= . The 2ˆb corrections to the isothermal compressibility in the 
unitary limit in Eq.(29) can be rewritten as 
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The  ))//((1. TkVA BidealT =κ is the ideal gas compressibility.  
Once 2ˆb is given, the )ˆ( 2bS , )ˆ( 2bµ , )ˆ( 2bF , )ˆ( 2bE and Tκ  can all be calculated.  
 
 II.BInteraction Potentials 
To proceed in a study of interaction effects, an interaction potential is introduced. The 
nuclear force has a short range repulsive part besides an attractive longer range part. As 
an approximation to a real system with these features, a simplified interaction which an 
infinite repulsive core in the range cr ≤≤0 with an attractive square well of depth 0V in 
the range Rrc ≤≤ will be used in this study. Moreover, various limits can be made using 
this potential. These limits include the following.  
   1. The hard core Bose gas and hard core Fermi gas where the attractive square well part  
       is turned off. Both the hard sphere Bose gas and the hard sphere Fermi gas appear in  
       textbooks and a comparison can thus be made with these examples as a limiting  
       situation. These results are given in Appendix A 
   2. A pure attractive square well is a limit with no hard core. The Ho/Muller[6,7] study 
       in atomic systems uses only an attractive potential and their results are for a one  
       component system.  
   3. A delta shell potential which has no hard core and has all the interaction occurring on  
       a shell where aRc ≡→ and the ∞→0V .  This potential was used by Gottfried as an  
       example for scattering theory in quantum mechanics [36]. Results for the delta 
       shell potential )()( arrV −−= χδ are developed in Appendix B and comparisons are 
       made there.  
 
Attractive square well plus repulsive hard core potential  
−S wave phase shift 
 The −S phase shift for a square well potential with a repulsive core is 
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The 20
22 αα += k  and 200 /2 hVµα = .  Fig. 3 shows the behavior or k∂∂ /0δ with k . 
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FIG. 3. Behavior or k∂∂ /0δ with k . The left part of the figure is for the case when the 
potential has no bound state. The fmcfmRMeVV 27.0,2,6.310 === were used to 
generate the behavior shown. The right figure is for the case when the potential has a 
bound state energy MeVEB 2.2= . The fmcfmRMeVV 27.0,8.1,14.570 === . These 
choices of cRV ,,0 fit low energy scattering data for nn scattering data(left figure) and 
np spin 1=S scattering data as will be discussed below.  
 
The 0
2sin δ behavior  is shown in Fig.4.        
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FIG. 4. The behavior of 0
2sin δ with kR . The left figure is the square well potential 
result.The fmRfm 2,/10 ==α were used to generate the curve. Since 2/20 πα >=R the 
square well has a −S wave bound state. The first large bump is not a true resonance. The 
right figure also contains the delta-shell result adjusted to have the same bound state 
energy and radius of the square well used in the left figure. 
 
An attractive Dirac delta function potential is obtained as a limiting situation with  
δKRVRV →→∞→ 200 ,0, . Such a potential can have at most one bound state which 
is in a −S wave channel. A surface delta or delta shell interaction, whose properties are 
discussed in appendix A, also has only one −S wave bound state but can have  bound 
states in higher angular momentum states depending on its strength and radius of the 
interaction. The surface delta potential is ).()( arrV −−= χδ .    
 
Effective range theory limit      
When 0α<<k the behavior of the phase shift is given by an effective range theory.  
Specifically, for −S waves:  
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with sla the scattering length and 0r the effective range. In general for a partial wave with 
angular momentum l  the effective range approximation is 2//1cot 20
12 krak llsll
l +−≅+ δ .  
For l =0, the upper subscript referring to l is omitted. For a square well with hard core 
the sla and 0r are given by 
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In the effective range approximation the rate of change of the phase shift is 
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Substituting the effective range approximation into this last equation gives the exact 
effective range result that is: 
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In the limit that the scattering length 0// rasl >>  , the effective range, and when k is small 
so that 120 <<kar sl the following simplified result is obtained:  
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  In this limit, the integral over dkd /0δ can be done analytically and is of a form 
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 The Boltzmann exponential factor )exp( 2bk− suppresses the 4k term in k∂∂ /0δ  and 
makes Eq. (41) and very good approximation to the complete effective range result for it. 
The Tkb Bµ2/2h= = πµλ 2/)(2T and )/( 2slabErfc = )/(1 2slabErf− . In the limit that  
0rasl >>  and with 420 )( kar sl terms included, the cB is simply 
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The )(xErfc  has an expansion for small x that reads )(xErfc = π/21 x−  .  For large x  
)(xErfc ~ )/()exp( 2 πxx− . For large 20/2 rb  , the second term on the right hand side  
 2/)/2())/4exp( 20
2
0 rbErfcrb− → br π4/0− . The quantity )/()3/2( dbdBbB cc −−   
appears in intε . Thus a cE B∆ is defined as )/)(3/2( dbbdBBB cccE +≡∆ . When sla becomes 
large then 
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Thus the factor Tor λ/ appears as a correction to the universal thermodynamic limit of 
2/][ slasign . 
Fig. 5 makes a comparison of the behavior of the integral cB for the following situations. 
The values of cB are compared for the exact −S wave phase shift for a square well 
potential and the simple analytic expression for cB based on the approximate effective 
range approximation  neglecting the 420 )( kar sl term.  
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FIG. 5. cB versus temperature )(MeVT . Left figure.The upper curve is cB calculated using 
the approximate expression of Eq.(41) while the lower curve is the exact square well 
result. Very little error is present using the approximate simple analytic expression 
for cB over a wide range of temperatures. The value of the scattering length is sla  -17.4 fm  
and the effective range fmro 4.2= . These values are appropriate for nn scattering. The 
corresponding square well parameters are listed in Table1 and are { },,0 cRV = {31.6 MeV , 
}27.0,4.2 fmcfmR == . The scattering length −∞→sla  at { },,0 cRV = 
{34.106 MeV , }27.0,4.2 fmcfmR == .   Right figure. The right figure now includes a 
calculation of cB (the upper curve) with the effective range or set equal to zero and has sla  
-17.4 fm . The two lower curves are the same as in the left figure. The importance of 
including a scattering length is seen in the comparison.  
 
     
    Fig. 6 shows that by rescaling the effective range approximation of cB calculated from 
Eq.(41) that a resulting rescaled curve very accurately follows the exact square well result. 
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FIG. 6. The quantity cB calculated using a square well potential and a rescaled effective 
range potential result. The rescaling factor is chosen so as to have both values agree 
at MeVT 4= . The rescaling factor is .9893 at this temperature. The slightly upper curve 
at high temperatures ~10-20 MeV  is the simple effective range result of Eq.(41). The 
ratio of the two values at MeVT 20= is only 1.007 showing excellent agreement even at 
very high temperatures between the simple effective range result and the exact square 
well result.  
 
    The quantity cE B∆ versus temperature is shown in Fig.7. The universal 
thermodynamic limit for cE B∆ is )( slasign (1/2). Effective range corrections to cE B∆ are 
given in Eq.(43).     
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FIG 7. The quantity cE B∆ versus temperature. The figure shows the importance of 
including effective range corrections in the unitary limit. The upper horizontal curve is 
the unitary limit neglecting effective range corrections. For the other two curves, the 
upper curve is cE B∆  calculated using the approximate expression of Eq. (43) while the 
lower curve is the exact square well result. Very little error is present using the 
approximate simple analytic expression of Eq.(43) for cB over a wide range of 
temperatures. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 6. 
 
The −S wave effective range parameters are given in Table 1. The experimental 
parameters are from Ref [35]. Also shown are calculated values for a square well 
potential with a hard core repulsion.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
TABLE 1. Experimental values of scattering lengths and effective ranges followed by 
square well paramenters and calculated values. The value 27.0=c was used. The np  S=1 
parameters bind the deuteron at 2.2 MeV . The pp system has Coulomb terms 
with =sla fm821.7− , =sr0 2.83 fm . The units of Rrasl ,, 0 given below are fm with 
0V in MeV and are omitted. More recent values of 0& rasl can be found in Ref [36]. The 
results given in this paper are insensitive to the precise values of these quantities which 
are similar in [35] and [36]. 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
                     
                          np S=1                         np S=0                           nn S=0  
________________________________________________________________________ 
  Exp:            4.5== tsl aa              7.23, −== npssl aa           4.17, −== nnssl aa  
  Exp:            75.100 == trr             73.2,00 == npsrr                4.2,00 == nnsrr   
{ },0 RV :         {57.14, 1.8}                  {23.18, 2.3}                   {31.60, 2.0} 
   Cal:            4.5== tsl aa              70.23, −== npssl aa         4.17, −== nnssl aa  
   Cal:            73.100 == trr             69.2,00 == npsrr               4.2,00 == nnsrr 0 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Interaction entropy and the unitary limit 
The expression of Eq.32 and properties of 2ˆb can be used to calculate the interaction 
entropy. The exchanged part of ))1((2/1ˆ 222/7,2 yyb exc −+−= from Eq.(24) gives  
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The interaction part of int,2ˆb of Eq.(24) can be used to calculate )ˆ( int,2bS using Eq.(32). As 
an example of an evaluation of )ˆ( int,2bS is a system of pure neutron with negative 
scattering length. Then only the continuum contributes and  
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which can be compared with the corresponding equation for the interaction energy 
intint,2 )ˆ( εVbE =  
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 The abbreviated notation )0,( == SnnBB CC is used with CB  given by Eq.42 as a very 
good approximation as discussed. Since Tb T /1~2/
2 πλ= then )/(()/( dbdbdTdT −= . 
The quantities BcdBdBcbB EC ∆≡+ )/()3/2( and BcdBdBcbB SC ∆≡+ )/(2 are plotted in 
Fig.8 versus temperature in the unitary limit −∞→sla . 
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FIG.8. The behavior of BcBc SE ∆∆ , and Bc versus T . The calculation were done with 
fmr 4.20 = and −∞→sla . The upper curve is BcS∆ )/(2 dBdBcbBC +≡ and the middle 
curve is BcE∆ )/()3/2( dBdBcbBC +≡ . The lowest curve is just Bc .  The effective range 
corrections are much larger for the energy than the entropy. The effective range 
corrections for the entropy are rather small over a broad range of temperatures as shown 
in the figure. The energy also has a factor 2/3 compared to the 2/1 factor for the entropy 
on the right hand side of their respective equations. The Helmholtz free energy and 
chemical potential involve Bc only and not a derivative of Bc . 
 
As shown in Fig.8, CS B∆ has a much weaker dependence on T  than CE B∆  . This feature 
arises from a cancellation between CB and )/(2 dbdBb C . To understand this behavior, the 
large x expansion of )()exp( 2 xErfcx is needed to a higher order than )/1( πx . Namely,  
)}2/(11){/1()()exp( 22 xxxErfcx −= π for large x with brx /2 20= and πλ 2/2Tb = . The 
next higher order term inside the curly bracket ~ )/1( 4x and is omitted. Then  
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and CS B∆ has no Tor λ/ , 2)/( Tor λ , 4)/( Tor λ and terms  while 
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The CE B∆ has a Tor λ/ term but no 2)/( Tor λ , 3)/( Tor λ  and 4)/( Tor λ terms. The interaction 
part of the Helmholtz free energy TSEF −=  is 
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with  
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Effective range corrections to the ideal gas compressibility ))//((1. TkVA BidealT =κ in the 
unitary limit are given by Eq.(33). Since these corrections involve CB they contain both 
linear and cubic terms in the ratio Tor λ/ by Eq.(51). 
           
Square well - −p wave properties 
For a square well potential in the absence of a hard core the p-wave phase shift is 
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For a repulsive potential step, the ./2 20
22 hVk µα −= The hard core limit of a repulsive 
step is obtained by taking ∞→0V and using )tan()tanh( iziz −= . The above equation for 
1tanδ , with 20α replaced by 20α− for a repulsive step,  can be rewritten as 
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The last step follows using 1)/( 220 −→αα in a pure repulsive hard core limit with core 
radius R . The presence of a hard core potential with radius c modifies the expression for 
an attractive square well potential with radius R and gives rise, for arbitrary l , to the 
result 
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 The kRx = , Ry α= and )(/)( ccj lll αηαλ = . For == 1,1 λl ))tan(1/())tan(( caccc ααα +− . 
As a check, the pure hard core limit is obtained by taking the attractive square well part 
of the potential in the limit cRk →→→ ,,020 αα which leads to the result 11tan λδ → . A 
attractive square well is simply obtained from the limit 01 →λ .   
    Fig. 9 shows −P wave phase shifts for various types of potentials.  
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FIG. 9. Behavior of −P wave phase shifts versus k . The phase shift 1δ is in radians. The 
upper left part of the figure is for a purely repulsive square well potential with no hard 
core. The parameters used are fm/6.0 =α , fmR 5.1= . The phase shift 1δ goes to zero at 
high k by Levinson’s theorem since the well has no bound state or hard core. The upper 
right part of the figure now also includes a hard core plus the repulsive step and pure hard 
core potential. A pure hard core potential with hard core radius fmc 3.= is represented by 
the lower curve at high k . The second curve is for a repulsive step with fm/6.0 =α , 
fmR 5.1=  plus hard core with fmc 3.= . The lower left part of the figure shows the effect 
of increasing the strength of the repulsive part of the potential to fm/2.10 =α keeping 
fmR 5.1= , fmc 3.= . The phase shift has turned upward for a small domain in k reflecting 
the behavior of in the upper left figure. Eventually, the hard core dominates in the higher 
region of k . The lower right curve shows the effect of increasing the radius and uses 
fm/6.0 =α , fmR 2= , fmc 3.= .   
 
The presence of spin and isospin in a space anti-symmetric −P wave channel has phase 
shifts characterized as follows. The symmetric isospin 1=I channel is associated with the 
symmetric spin 1=S  triplet and corresponding 23,1303 , PPP  phase shifts with 2,1,0=J . The 
antisymmetric isospin 0=I has the antisymmetric singlet 0=S state and 11P  phase shift 
with 1=J . Both a nuclear spin-orbit force and tensor force are necessary to explain 
features associated with the −P wave phase shifts. Fig.10, taken from Bohr and 
Mottleson [39], shows various −DPS ,, wave phase shifts. A spin-orbit force given 
by 2/))1()1()1()(()( +−+−+=⋅ ssllJJrVSLrV LSLS
rr
 cannot account for the behavior of 
the triplet −P wave phase shifts. If the spin-orbit were the only spin dependent force the 
1
3P 1=J phase shift would be intermediate between the 2,23 =JP and 0,03 =JP phase 
shifts from the )1( +JJ dependence in SL rr ⋅ .  
   The −J weighted average of the −P wave 1=S  phase shifts given by  
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was noted to be small in Bohr and Mottleson. Table2 summarizes the behavior of the 
−P wave spin triplet 231303 ,, PPP and spin singlet 11P  phase shifts. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
TABLE 2. Behavior of the −J weighted sum of the −P wave spin 1=S and 0=S  
phase shifts. The phase shifts are taken from Ref [40] of Arndt etal. Except for the case 
1
1P  , the error bars in each of the other phase shifts are small and therefore not given. 
________________________________________________________________________  
 
Energy        State     (deg)δ                            ))(3Pδ                         ))((9),(3 311 PP δδ  
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 10. MeV       0
3P         3.90 
                      1
3P        -2.32 
                      2
3P         0.70 
                                                                     0.44/9~0.05                              .44 
                       1
1P        -3.37 .1±                                                               -10.11 3±  
 
  25. MeV      0
3P         8.96 
                      1
3P        -5.31 
                      2
3P         2.61 
                                                                      6.08/9~0.68                               6.08 
                       1
1P        -4.92 43.±                                                             -14.76 29.1±  
 
  50. MeV       0
3P        12.74 
                       1
3P       -8.81 
                       2
3P        6.02 
                                                                     16.41/9~1.82                             16.41  
                        1
1P       -4.23 57.±                                                             -12.69 71.1±  
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Thus a relatively weak central force in triplet P states is present. A central Serber force of 
the type )1)(( rPrV +  , with rP a space exchange operator, would vanish in odd angular 
momentum states. Such a force also accounts for the large back angle scattering in the 
np  differential cross section.  
    The 1
1P contribution is in the spin 0=S , isospin 0=I channel and is suppressed in 
systems with small proton fraction since neutron pairs have 1=I .  
 
 
 
 FIG.10. Behavior of the DPS ,, phase shifts with energy. The figure is from Bohr and 
Mottelson [39] . The isospin I is labeledT in their figure.   
 
D and higher order waves  
The interesting feature that the average −P wave phase shift )(3Pδ is considerably 
reduced for triplet spin 1=S , isospin 1=I , 2,1,0=J states no longer applies to spin 1=S , 
isospin 0=I  −D waves with 3,2,1=J . This feature can be seen from an analysis of 
Fig.10. In particular, the negative 1
3D phase shift does cancel some of the positive 3
3D and 
2
3D  contributions, but the 2
3D phase shift is larger than the 1
3D phase shift for all energies 
up to ~200 MeV . Moreover the 2
3D contribution to the continuum partition function is 
enhanced over the 1
3D contribution because of the 12 +J factor which is 5 for 2=J and 
3 for .1=J  The 33D phase shift is small but also gets enhanced by the 12 +J =7 factor. In 
very small proton fraction systems, the dominant contribution for −D waves comes from 
the neutron-neutron isospin 1=I component which is the singlet 0=S , 21D phase shift 
which makes a positive contribution. The isospin 0=I component of the neutron-proton 
system is associated with the triplet 1=S spin state and 332313 ,, DDD waves. Unlike some 
of the S and −P waves, none of the initially positive −D waves change sign. The 13D and 
1
3S waves are also coupled by the tensor force. This feature will be ignored. Moreover, 
results based on a delta shell potential will be given. These results are shown in Fig.11. 
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FIG.11. Left figure is the behavior of a −D wave phase shift with )( 1−fmk . The plot was 
made using a delta shell attractive potential with strength 6.=χ and radius fmR 2= . The 
lowest curve is the delta shell potential, the middle curve is the effective range 
approximation with scattering length 225.2 −=sla and effective range 02.42 =effr . The 
upper curve has the effective range equal to zero. The parameters are chosen so 
that 2δ =.43 at an energy 100 MeV which is near the value of 232 ( Dδ ) shown in figure 9. 
The right figure shows the behavior of 5/2Bπ with temperature for the same set of 
parameters. The curves are ordered as in the right figure.  
   
  It is also interesting to study the contribution of many partial waves to the second virial 
coefficient which occurs at high temperatures. The next subsection develops results for 
the special case of a hard sphere potential.  
 
Many partial waves and classical hard sphere behavior at very high energies 
The partial wave expansion for scattering from a hard sphere is given by [41] 
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At high energies this cross section goes to the well known result 22 cπσ → which is twice 
the classical value for scattering from a hard sphere. The extra two comes from 
diffraction scattering of the incident wave around the hard sphere. The quantity 
dkd l /δ contains the same factor )()( 22 kckcj ll η+ in the denominator that appears also in 
σ for the hard sphere interaction. It is therefore worthwhile to see how the limit 
22 cπσ → was obtained and find the scaling behavior of the same approximations to 
evaluate the sum 
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The main approximations are lsted in Ref [41] and are:  1. the asymptotic values of 
)(kcjl and )(kcnl are used for all kc  that are larger than l , of the order of l , and smaller 
than l ; 2.most of the contribution to the sum over l comes from 1~,)( 2/1 CkcCkcl −< . 
The following scaling behavior is found:  
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A similar analysis gives  
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The scaling behavior of the last sum 2S  divide by 
4x  is shown in the left part of Fig.12. 
The right part of this figure shows the scaling property of 1S divided by 
2x  
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FIG.12.  Scaling behavior of the sum 1S and 2S . The left part of the figure shows 2S  
divided by 4x for x from 505 ≤≤ x . The limiting behavior of 42 / xS is 3/2 . The right 
part of the figure shows 1S divided by 
2x for the same range of x and has a limiting value 
1/2. 
 
 
 Thus, for kc >>1 
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and       
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This result shows that the second virial coefficient when summed over many partial 
waves at high energies depends on the radius of the hard core as 3c and thus the volume 
of a hard sphere. The result of Eq.(61) can be compared with the corresponding hard 
sphere −S wave result which involves ratio of the hard sphere radius to quantum thermal 
wavelength or Tc λ/ . The van der Waals equation of state contains a hard core feature 
involving the volume 3c  which brings us to the discussion and comparison of the next 
subsection.  
 
Comparisons with van der Waals and Skyrme equations of state 
The second virial coefficient using classical statistical mechanics is [42].  
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For a square well potential with a hard core, the    
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where the approximation in this equation is obtained from the limit 1/0 <<TkV B . The 
resulting equation of state VAbTAkPV TB /1/
3
2λ−=  gives 
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This last result rewritten and can be approximated as 
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 leading to an EOS of the van der Waals type: TAkAvVVAbP BxW =−+ ))()/(( 2 . The 
2)/( VAbW with 0>Wb term is a reduction in pressure due to attractive interactions 
between pairs particles, atoms or molecules and xv is the excluded volume.  
    The Skyrme interaction has been used to model the thermodynamic features of nuclear 
matter. For example, recent work on the application of the Skyrme interaction to the 
liquid-gas phase transition can be found in Ref [43]. The Skyrme interaction contributes 
an interaction term to the energy per particle that is of the form σρρ ++− 130 aa . We will 
consider the case 1=σ for the purpose of a simplified illustration. In this case the 
equation of state at a high temperature reads 
 
          33
2
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The coefficients 30,aa are determined by requiring the Skyrme interaction to give the  
binding energy per particle of nuclear matter to be nmE (= MeV16− ) at nuclear matter 
density )/17.( 30 fm=ρ at 0=T .The Fermi energy MeVEF 35= .   
For general σ            
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In both the  Skymre and the van der Waals EOS an attractive term only appears in the 
second virial coefficient or 2ρ term. The repulsive parts of the interaction are treated as a 
hard core excluded volume subtraction in the van der Waals EOS. In the Skyrme EOS, 
the repulsion appears in a higher power density dependent term which is σρ +2 . While 
both these EOS are simplified descriptions, they both offer a qualitative description of 
phase transitions. Higher order attractive virial terms arise when larger clusters than size 
2 are included. Attempts have been made to obtain the third virial coefficient for the 
nuclear EOS [44]. The next subsection gives a discussion of higher order virial expansion. 
          
Higher order clusters in a two component system 
For a two component system with initially Z protons and N neutrons, the formation of 
clusters of type ijN with i protons and j neutrons has the following equations. 
 The two component Saha equation is jn
i
pijij NNaN )()(= . The law of partial pressures 
reads: 
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with PNN =10 and nNN =01 .  Consider clusters up to mass 4. Two constraint equations 
exist: αNNNNyAN Hetdp 22 3 −−−−= and αNNNNAyN Hetdn 22)1( 3 −−−−−= .        
The ANyAZyNZA /)1(,/, =−=+= . The resulting EOS up to 4A terms is 
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The two component EOS at 2/1=y goes into a one component EOS with jjj NaN )( 1=  
under the substitutions 4
4
3
3
2
2 2,2,2 3 aaaaaaa Hetd →→+→ α . Excluding spin J and 
excited states, the 132/3 )/](/)([ −= jTBbj VTkjEExpja λ . The ia coefficients appear in the 
law of mass action equations: npdd NNaN = , 2nptt NNaN =  , 233 pnHeHe NNaN =   , 
22
np NNaN αα =  . The one component EOS is 
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The structure of this equation is the same as Eq.(8) when 11 =a  and with 2122 / xxa = , 
3
133 / xxa = , 4144 / xxa = . One of the difficulties in evaluating higher order virial 
coefficients is the contribution of all the various continuum contributions. These 
continuum correlations can cancel in part the bound state contributions as they do for the 
second virial coefficient. Thus only some qualitative remarks can be made. 
    Because of its large binding energy and several excited states, the alpha particle makes 
significant contributions to the thermal behavior of the system. The number of alpha 
particles is given by  
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The sum that appears is over the ground and excited states in the α particle.  
Theα particle makes a contribution to the fourth virial coefficient, the deuteron appears 
in the second, third, fourth,…coefficients. The triton and 3He  first appear in the third 
coefficient and also in subsequent terms. For example the fourth coefficient in Eq.(69) 
has terms involving αaaaaaa Hedtdd ,,, 3
3 . The ratio of ground stateα particles gsN .α  to 
deuterons d is  
 
       dgsa NN /, = }/))()({()6/2)(/)(/(
33 TkdEEExpVNVN BbbTnTp −αλλ =  
 
                            }/))(2)({()9/1)(/( 3 TkdEEExpVN BbbTd −αλ .                                     (72) 
 
The cluster yields decrease rapidly with A when the nucleon density Nρ and 3Tλ satisfy 
1)/exp()4/( 3 <<Tke BbTNλρ for 2/1=y . The be is the binding energy per particle. 
Moreover a signal for the presence of very large clusters is the formation of the liquid-gas 
phase transition which occurs at MeVTkB 9~  for 075.~LGN ρρ ≡ nucleons/fm 3 . At 
temperatures TkB MeVeb 8=≈ , the Boltzmann factor in binding energy plays an 
important role. In fact, because of the large binding effect of the α particle compared to 
the deuteron ( )(2)( dEE bb −α MeV24≈ ), the α particle can dominate at lowT [18,19] 
because of the Boltzmann factor in binding energy. The proton fraction y  also plays a 
significant role in systems with small y since the number of nuclei of the type NZ A is 
proportional to NZ yy )1( − .  Thus an α particle will be more suppressed compared to a 
deuteron when 0≈y since yNyN d ~,~ 2α . For mass 3 clusters, which appear in the 
third virial term, the number of 3He is reduced by )1/( yy − compared to the number of 
tritium t . At small y the curly bracket term in Eq.(69) for the fourth virial coefficient 
is }363)1({ 33 αyaayaaaya Hedtdd −+++− . For systems with small y , the quantity 
)/exp()4/( 3 Tkey BbTNλρ will determine the rate of fall off clusters yields with one more 
proton and mass number one unit higher.  Very small y are present in a neutron star [45]. 
Low concentrations of proton and electrons are necessary to Pauli block neutron β decay. 
The equilibrium is reached through eepn ν++→ −  and enep ν+→+ −  with the 
neutrinos escaping. The inner crust of neutron stars is also an example where dilute Fermi 
gases are present [46].   
 
Isospin conserving case 
In the limit the spin singlet 0=l channel scattering lengths 0,0,0,, ppnpnnSij aaaa ===  are 
the same and the triplet 1,ija and singlet 0,ija are such that <<b 1,ija and 0,ija then ,int2ˆb is 
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The above formulae does not include 0r corrections to keep the expression simple for the 
moment. In the universal thermodynamic limit with 0→BE and all scattering lengths 
∞→ija and now including effective range corrections , the 32 /ˆ Tb λ  
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The 2ˆb includes anti-symmetry exchange correlations and the above formula is for an 
isospin symmetric case with all effective ranges taken to be the same including 
1,0, & npnp aa for simplicity.  
  
 Conclusions. A finite temperature two component model of strongly correlated protons 
and neutrons each with two spin states and underlying isospin symmetries was discussed. 
The model is an extension of the one component fermionic models in both atomic 
systems and in nuclear physics where pure neutron systems are considered. Features 
associated with Feshbach resonances and bound states can be studied by tuning on the 
proton fraction y and varying the temperatureT . In atomic systems the tuning is done in a 
controlled way by a magnetic field which can change the scattering length across infinity. 
In the nuclear case the bound state is the spin 1=S , isospin 0=I state of the np system, 
which is the loosely bound deuteron. The resonant like virtual structures arise in the 
0=S , 1=I channels. The nn and np 0=S , 1=I channels have very large scattering 
lengths and approximate the infinite limit. The mixture with varied neutron/proton 
asymmetry has both positive and negative scattering lengths and is therefore different 
from the one component atomic case tuned by the magnetic field.  When the scattering 
lengths sla  are large compared to interparticle spacings and range of interparticle forces, a 
regime called the unitary limit is reached and this limit was studied. A simplified 
interaction between nucleons was used which is an attractive square well potential with a 
short range hard core repulsion. Properties of this potential were then related to 
experimental results for nucleon-nucleon effective ranges 0r and sla in spin singlet and 
triplet states. Analytic results (Eq.(41-43) were developed for the Beth Uhlenbeck 
continuum correlation integral which very accurately describes exact results based on the 
potential models discussed- see Fig.5-6. These analytic results were then used to study 
various features such as the interaction energy, the EOS, the interaction entropy and the 
isothermal compressibility. In the unitary limit of infinite scattering length, the ratio of 
the effective range to quantum volume, or Tr λ/0  , appears as a limiting scale in these 
various thermodynamic quantites. A rescaled interaction energy intεˆ was shown to have 
corrections which are linear in Tr λ/0  , with no quadratic, cubic terms (or even fourth 
order terms). The entropy has no linear, quadratic or fourth order terms, and starts with a 
cubic term in this ratio. The compressibility to the ideal gas law has both a linear and a 
cubic term. The role of bound states in thermodynamic quantities was also considered. 
The deuteron bound state produce a large departure in the interaction energy from the 
unitary limit and giving rise to a pronounced T dependence at lowT as already shown in 
Ref. [27] . Higher order clusters are also important, and in particular the α particle, can 
dominate [18] in a virial expansion in certain regions of proton fraction y and 
temperatureT . Comparisons were also made with hard sphere Bose and Fermi gases 
which are limiting cases of the potential used. The contribution of many partial waves to 
the equation of state for a hard sphere gas was shown to result in the appearance of the 
hard core volume term similar to the van der Waals case. This result is a consequence of 
a scaling law similar to that encountered for hard sphere scattering and an associated 
enhancement of the cross section by a factor of two from diffraction around the hard 
sphere. Also considered was another limiting situation which is a delta-surface interaction. 
Results for the delta surface interaction were shown to closely approximate a square well 
interaction for the thermodynamic quantities considered. The phase shifts between the 
two potentials differ considerably at large k , but the Boltzmann factor in energy 
suppresses the high k part of the phase shift were they differ. The delta-shell interaction 
is easier is to work with simple closed form expressions for phase shifts in various 
angular states.   
 
 Appendix A. Hard sphere Bose and Fermi gas properties, 
An attractive potential with a hard core reduces to a pure hard sphere of radius cr =  
when 00 →V and cR → . The hard sphere limit will be used also to compare with results 
for a hard sphere spinless Bose gas and a hard sphere spinless Fermi gas given in Huang 
[31]or Pathria [42].  For a hard sphere of radius c ,  
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and 
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The phase shifts are decreasing with k since the interaction is a repulsive hard core. For 
an S -wave kc−=0δ and cdkd −=/0δ . For a P -wave )arctan(1 kckc +−=δ and 
))(1/()(/ 221 kckccdkd +−=δ . A D -wave has )])(3/(3arctan[ 22 kckckc −+−=δ  and  
))()(39/()(/ 4242 kckckccdkd ++−=δ .  Higher partial waves can be obtained from 
recurrence relations. Writing ),cos()sin( xbxaj lll −= )sin()cos( xbxa lll −−=η , the 
2222
llll baj +=+η . The recurrence relation )()()/)12(()( 11 xjxjxlxj lll −+ −+= leads to 
)()()/)12(()( 11 xaxaxlxa lll −+ −+= , )()()/)12(()( 11 xbxbxlxb lll −+ −+= . The 
,/10 xa = 21 /1 xa = , 00 =b and xb /11 = . For example 243 /6/15 xxa −= , 
xxb /1/15 33 −= , giving ))()(6)(45225/)(/ 64263 kckckckccdkd ++++−=δ  
 
From the above specific results, the structure of dkd l /δ is 
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The denominator is a polynomial in even powers of x from 0x to lx2 . 
The 2)!)!1(2( −l coefficient of 0x  serves as a cut off for high kcl > terms.  
   The integrals over the rate of change of the phase shift are: 
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A spinless hard sphere Bose gas [31,42] would then have an equation of state  
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with the Tc λ/ term the 0=l contribution and the 3)/( Tc λ term the 2=l part.  
 
A “spinless” hard sphere Fermi gas considered in ref. [31,42], subject to 
antisymmetrization effects from space considerations only, would then have an equation 
of state from −= Pl ,1 wave contributions that is 
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The −= Pl ,1 wave terms shown are the expanded expression for the exact −P wave 
expression in Eq.(A.4).  
Spin ½ fermions of the same type can interact with 2,0=l contributions when the total 
spin S =0 and 3,1=l when the total spin is 1=S . A system of protons and neutrons has 
terms that arise from fermions of the same type - nnpp & -and fermions that are different 
- np . The np system in the isospin 1=I channel with their spins coupled to spin 1=S has 
3,1=l contributions and when their spins are coupled to spin 0=S has 2,0=l  
contributions. The np system in the isospin 0=I channel with spins coupled to 
spin 1=S has 2,0=l contributions and with spins coupled to spin 0=S has 
3,1=l contributions  The antisymmetrization factor is now changed 
from 2/72/5 2/12/1 → arising from an additional )12/(1 +S spin term.   
  
Appendix B. Surface-Delta or Delta-Shell Potential 
Another special case of a square well potential that can be considered is a surface delta 
interaction with shape )()( RrrV −−= χδ . The surface-delta interaction is considered in 
great detail in Gottfried [36] and is briefly included here because it leads to simple 
expressions which are useful in understanding various features. Results from the surface 
delta can also be compared with a square well potential interaction. The phase shifts can 
be shown to be given by a simple closed form expression that is 
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In the limit ∞→≡ Rg χ , the lδtan is the same as that of a hard sphere. The −S wave 
phase shift is determined from 
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 For small ka , 
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which is an effective range expansion. For arbitrary l  
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An −S wave bound state appears when 1≥g and has zero binding energy when 
.1=g  At most a single −S wave bound state occurs. 
The scattering amplitude is given  
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with lll ijh η+=1 . Defining kR=η  the zeroes of the denominator 
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in the complex plane ηξζη i+=→ determine the bound states and resonances. For 
small ζ , !)!12/( += lj ll ζ , 1/!)!12( +−−= ll l ζη and thus ζ)12/(1 +−= lihj ll leading to  
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Thus a zero energy bound state with angular momentum l appears when 
0]0,[ →→ζgD , which gives the connection 12 += lg . When 1>g , the −S wave 
bound state energy 222 2/ REb µηh−= is obtained by solving the eigenvalue equation  
0)1]2[)(2/(1],[0 =−−+=→ ηηηζ ExpgigD . For ε+= 1g with 1<<ε , the εη =b  
and the 222 2/ REb µεh−= . The bound states are poles of the scattering amplitude on the 
positive imaginary axis. A set of poles in the lower half of the complex ζ plane with 
0≠ξ  are also present which can be determined by solving 0],[ =+ ηξ igDl .  
  
 
The factor )tan1/(tansin 0
2
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0
2 δδδ += that appears in the −S wave contribution to the 
total cross section is 
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The condition 0
2sin δ =1is at a finite set of points where 2)2sin)2/(( ξξ ⋅− g  =0 or 
ξξ 2sin2 g= . At these points the cross section goes to its unitary maximum 2/4 kπ . The 
behavior of 0
2sin δ and that of a hard sphere, where 02sin δ = ξ2sin , is shown in Fig.B.1  
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Fig.B.1. Surface-delta potential versus hard shere potential as a function of the 
dimensionless variable kR=η . The hard sphere radius and surface-delta radius are the 
same. The hard sphere ξδ −=−= kR0 . The 25=g . The surface delta curve is very 
similar to the hard sphere except at ~ ,...2, ππ  where the surface delta has extra spikes 
which correspond to sharp resonances as already discussed. The hard sphere limit is 
reached when ∞→g .  Other maxima are at ,...2/3,2/ ππ for a hard sphere and near 
these points for the surface-delta. These points are broad maxima. Once narrow 
resonances become broad such that the width becomes comparable to the spacing the 
resonances peaks will disappear in a cross section. 
    
The delta-surface interaction has simple expressions for the scattering length sla and the 
effective range 0r given by )1/( −= gRgasl and gRgr 3/)1(20 +=  for −S waves. The 
scatttering length can be either positive or negative depending on 1−g .        
 Fig.B.2 compares the  −P wave phase shift for a repulsive the delta shell potential with 
the phase shift calculated with a repulsive square well step potential.  
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FIG.B.2. The −P wave phase shift in radians calculated with a repulsive delta shell 
potential and repulsive square well. The delta shell potential is the upper curveThe delta 
shell potential has strength 1−=χ , radius fma 61.1= , strength 61.1−== ag χ  while the 
square well potential has fm/10 =α and radius fmR 2= . The delta shell potential 
parameters were chosen to fit the square well results from 15.10 −≤≤ fmk .   
 
Fig.3 is a comparison of the calculation of the continuum integral −PBc ( wave) for a 
delta shell repulsive potential, a repulsive step potential and a scattering length, effective 
range approximation. The figure shows that −PBc ( wave) calculated in the three different 
ways are very close to each other to the point of almost being indistinguishable. This 
suggests using a delta range potential for calculations of various quantities that appear in 
this paper.   
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 Fig.B.3. Contributions to −PBc ( wave). The three contributions shown are from a delta 
shell potential (upper curve), a repulsive step potential (middle curve which is within the 
thickness of the upper line and can’t be distinquished from it) and an effective range 
approximation (lowest curve). The parameters of the delta shell potential and the 
repulsive step potential are the same as in Fig.B.2. The effective range parameters are 
those of the delta shell potential for a −P wave and are 625.3,486. −== effsl ra .The 
effective range results are very good even at high temperatures because of the Boltzmann 
factor suppression of high energy contribution. 
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